Customer
Success Story
Freestyle and Shippo Partnership
leads to Byrd Cookies’
Sweet Success
In 1924, Ben T. Byrd baked small batches of cookies from his bakery
and delivered them to neighborhood markets. Fast forward to today,
Byrd Cookie Company has evolved to include ﬁve brick-and-mortar
locations, wholesale orders from Neiman Marcus, Delta Sky Clubs,
Universal Studios, and more, plus an online store and catalog so that
customers across the U.S. can satisfy their sweet tooth with some of
Byrd’s famous cookies.

http://www.byrdcookiecompany.com/
Baked Goods
Founded in 1924
Software used:

Freestyle M.O.M.®

Led by four generations of the Byrd family, the team adapted to new ways of selling, including being an early
e-commerce adopter by opening an online store more than 20 years ago. While their selling channels have
changed, the Byrd Cookie Company team has remained committed to not only providing the best-tasting cookie
on the market but also to putting their customers ﬁrst.
“Our ‘secret’ to customizing experiences at Byrd Cookie Company is creating a culture of yes. If a customer has a
special request, we go out of our way to make it happen,” said Stephanie Lindley, owner of Byrd Cookie Company.

“We’re a customer-centric company, and Shippo and Freestyle Solutions
have been a game changer when it comes to supporting our customers.
We’ve expanded the options available to our customers,
so they can pick out how they want their delivery to be done.”
- Geoff Repella, President
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The Challenge: A Crumbling Shipping Process
The Byrd Cookie Company team has been using Freestyle Solutions’ Multichannel Order Manager (M.O.M.) for
about 20 years—almost as long as they’ve been selling online. The history is apparent, “We’ve used Freestyle Solutions
for so long that we have so much data. We can tell a customer who they shipped to 10 years ago,” explained Geoﬀ
Repella, president of Byrd Cookie Company.

Up until recently, however, there was one aspect of their order fulﬁllment process that was simply half-baked:
shipping.
“First, we had a direct UPS integration which worked okay,” explained Geoﬀ. “Then, we switched to FedEx, which
did not have an integration, and it wasn’t good. So, we started questioning our entire process.” Geoﬀ’s team
needed a solution that would streamline their cumbersome multi-step approach to shipping, including getting
tracking numbers to customers in an automated way.
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A Sweet and Seamless Solution
In January 2018, Geoﬀ learned about
Freestyle Solutions’ partnership with
Shippo to help retailers print labels and
track packages seamlessly.
“We saw the email from Freestyle Solutions about its integration with Shippo and
recall thinking that’s what I want in a shipping system,” said Geoﬀ. “We installed the
latest update, which included the Shippo
interface. I love that I can now print USPS,
UPS, and FedEx labels at once instead of
having to do individual batches.”
M.O.M. helps retailers eﬃciently manage orders and inventory by giving them the insight they need for all areas
of the business. It automates the entire order lifecycle aﬀordably and eﬃciently, including orders, inventory,
fulﬁllment, and service.
Using Shippo, retailers on M.O.M. are able to compare shipping rates, generate and print labels, provide tracking
information to customers, and process returns seamlessly. “Before Shippo, we had a problem with getting tracking
numbers to customers, Shippo ended up working well for that instead,” shared Geoﬀ.
Now, all of Byrd Cookie Company’s direct-to-consumer orders are fulﬁlled using Freestyle Solutions and Shippo.
The Byrd Cookie Company ships up to 6,000 packages a month to consumers, with roughly 90 percent of orders
shipped via FedEx and 10 percent via USPS.

The Future: Visions of Packages Dance in their Heads
“Our online business has experienced double digit growth annually,” shared Geoﬀ. “Not to mention the recent
buzz we’re seeing from our partnership with United passing out Byrd Cookies as a complimentary in-ﬂight snack.
It’s critical to have a system in place with Freestyle Solutions and Shippo, so we can focus on growing our business
and rest easy knowing order fulﬁllment and shipping are taken care of.”
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